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Abstract

Two high-cadence surveys aiming for rotation period measurements of asteroids have been conducted in 2019
January and October using the Zwicky Transient Facility. From the surveys, 25 large superfast rotators (SFRs)
were discovered and they are all main-belt asteroids (MBAs), except for one Mars crosser. These large SFRs have
a diameter ranging from 0.43 to 7.87 km and a rotation period between 0.48 and 1.95 hr. Considering their
diameters and fast rotations, they cannot be explained by rubble-pile structure unless using extraordinary high bulk
densities. Cohesion, if available, can conserve these large SFRs. The estimated cohesion for these large SFRs could
be up to thousands of pascals, much higher than the currently estimated cohesion for asteroids and that generated
by the regolith of Moon and Mars. Such high-level cohesion can be produced from fine-grain regolith, like clay.
However, the availability of such fine-grain regolith for asteroids is still unknown. Although the possibility of these
large SFRs being large monolithic objects cannot be ruled out, this scenario is very unlikely given that the
timescale of disruptive impact for MBAs in a similar diameter range is 107–108 yr.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Asteroids (72); Asteroid rotation (2211); Light curves (918); Time series
analysis (1916); Time domain astronomy (2109)

1. Introduction

Large superfast rotators (SFRs) are an interesting group of
asteroids because they are supposed to be destroyed by their
fast rotations and, however, survive instead. In the size range of
100 m to 100 km, asteroids are believed to have “rubble-pile”
structure (i.e., gravitational aggregates), which would be torn
apart by the exceedingly centrifugal force if rotating too fast (
i.e., rotational disruption; Harris 1996). Harris (1996) and
Pravec et al. (2002) pointed out that asteroids in the
aforementioned size range have a ∼2 hr spin-rate limit and
explained this limit using rubble-pile structure with an upper
limit of bulk density of ∼3 g cm−3. The 2 hr spin-rate limit has
continuously been seen in the data sets with larger sample sizes
obtained using wide-field surveys (Chang et al.
2015, 2016, 2019; Lo et al. 2020; Yeh et al. 2020). However,
large SFRs, asteroids in the diameter range possessing rubble-
pile structure, have rotation periods of <2 hr, providing an
alternative insight into asteroid interior structure. Unless
applying an extraordinarily high bulk density (i.e., 10
g cm−3), it is very unlikely to explain large SFRs using
rubble-pile structure. Consequently, internal cohesion, in
addition to self-gravity, was suggested to be present in
asteroids, which provides extra strength to allow a rotation

period of<2 hr and for large SFRs to survive (Holsapple 2007).
Since the first large SFR, 2001 OE84, was discovered (Pravec
et al. 2002), more than two dozens of these kinds of objects
have been reported in the last decade using high-cadence wide-
field surveys (Chang et al. 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019; Lo et al.
2020). Compared to average asteroids, the number of large
SFRs is still very rare. If cohesion is a general property of
asteroids, that raises the question of why it is difficult to find
large SFRs. Therefore, a constraint on the strength of cohesion
is very important, which helps to understand what are the
possible materials to generate cohesion and whether these
materials are available to asteroids. In this perspective, large
SFRs in a size up to several kilometers or with a rotation period
of<1 hr are of particular interest because they can be used to
constrain the upper limit of cohesion. Following this objective,
two high-cadence wide-field surveys were conducted in 2019
January and October using the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF)
to discover large SFRs and here we report the results.
This article is organized as follows: The survey and

lightcurve extraction are given in Section 2. The rotation
period analysis is described in Section 3. The results and
discussion are presented in Section 4 with a summary in the last
section, Section 5.

2. Observations

The ZTF is an optical, wide-field survey utility, which
employs the 48 inch Oschin Schmidt Telescope and a 576
megapixel camera at Palomar Observatory. With this
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configuration, the ZTF has an effective field of view of ∼47
deg2. Three custom-made filters, g, r, and i, are available for
the ZTF. Using the nominal 30 s exposure, it can reach a
limiting magnitude of ∼20.4 mag in the r band at the 5σ level
(Bellm et al. 2019; Graham et al. 2019; Dekany et al. 2020). All
ZTF exposures are processed by the Science Data System,
housed at IPAC, Caltech, and the astrometry is reconstructed
against Gaia DR1 with a typical accuracy of 45–85 mas and the
photometry is calibrated to Pan-STARRS1 with a general
uncertainty of <2% (Masci et al. 2019).

Two high-cadence surveys were conducted in 2019 January–
February and October–November using the r band and each
survey contained several small campaigns. In each small
campaign, it included several ZTF fields and was originally
scheduled for an observation of four consecutive nights.
However, the actual number of observing nights in each small
campaign depended on the weather conditions. The observation
of each night was carried out slightly differently for the surveys
due to the program arrangement for other ZTF projects. While
the observation in each night of the January–February survey
was continued for ∼4 hr, that of the October–November survey
was conducted in a 1 hr on and 1 hr off mode and continued for
∼7 hr (Bellm et al. 2019). In each night, the exposures were
taken repeatedly for the selected ZTF fields with a cadence of
∼5 minutes. In this way, roughly a 4 hr observation could be
accumulated for the selected ZTF fields in each night. In the
end, the total survey area was ∼1692 deg2 around the ecliptic
plane near the opposition. The details of the observations can
be found in Table 1.

To extract the lightcurves for known asteroids, we used the
point-spread function catalogs after performing stationary
source removal and matched the catalogs against the ephemeris
obtained from the MPChecker8 using a radius of 2″. In the end,

∼80,000 asteroid lightcurves with 10 or more detections were
extracted.9

3. Rotation–Period Analysis and Diameter Estimation

After correcting the light travel time and reducing both
heliocentric, r, and geocentric, !, distances to 1 au, we
performed a second-order Fourier series fitting to the extracted
lightcurves to measure rotation periods (Harris et al. 1989):
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where Mi,j are the reduced magnitudes in the r band measured
at the light-travel-time-corrected epoch, tj; Bk and Ck are the
coefficients of the second-order Fourier series; P is the rotation
period; and t0 is an arbitrary epoch. A constant, Zi, is also
introduced to correct the possible offsets in magnitude between
the measurements obtained from different nights. The least-
squares minimization was applied on Equation (1) to obtain
other free parameters for each given P and explored spin rate,
f= 1/P, from 0.25 to 100 rev day−1 with a step size of
0.01 rev day−1. Then, we manually reviewed the folded
lightcurves of the best-fit periods of <2 hr to pick out the
reliable ones. The uncertainties in the periods are estimated
following the process described in Polishook et al. (2012). We
calculated the lightcurve amplitude using a percentile of 90%
centered on the median data point, which helps to reduce the

Table 1
Details of the ZTF High-cadence Observations

Date ZTF Fields Time Span (hr) Exposures Per Field

2019-01-23 750, 751, 752, 785, 786, 787 3.9 56
2019-01-24 750, 751, 752, 785, 786, 787 3.9 56
2019-01-25 750, 751, 752, 785, 786, 787 3.9 55
2019-01-26 750, 751, 752, 785, 786, 787 0.7 10
2019-01-27 367, 516, 567, 616, 663, 707 3.9 50
2019-01-28 367, 516, 567, 616, 663, 707 3.6 42
2019-01-30 367, 516, 567, 616, 663, 707 3.9 50
2019-02-07 367, 466, 518, 569, 618, 665 4.0 55
2019-02-08 416, 467, 519, 570, 619, 666 3.9 54
2019-02-09 416, 467, 519, 570, 619, 666 3.9 56
2019-02-11 416, 467, 519, 570, 619, 666 3.9 57
2019-10-21 450, 451, 502, 503, 553, 554 6.3 47
2019-10-22 450, 451, 502, 503, 553, 554 6.3 47
2019-10-24 450, 451, 502, 503, 553, 554 6.3 48
2019-10-25 504, 505, 555, 556, 605, 606 6.3 48
2019-10-26 504, 505, 555, 556, 605, 606 6.3 48
2019-10-27 504, 505, 555, 556, 605, 606 2.1 17
2019-10-28 504, 505, 555, 556, 605, 606 6.3 48
2019-10-29 557, 558, 607, 608, 655, 656 6.4 47
2019-10-30 557, 558, 607, 608, 655, 656 6.4 48
2019-10-31 557, 558, 607, 608, 655, 656 6.4 48
2019-11-01 557, 558, 607, 608, 655, 656 6.4 48

Note. The details of ZTF fields can be found in Bellm et al. (2019).

8 A ephemeris service provided by the Minor Planet Center; https://
minorplanetcenter.net/cgi-bin/checkmp.cgi.

9 The preliminary result shows ∼10% of the extracted lightcurves have
reliable rotation period measurements. The analysis is still ongoing and will be
published in another paper.
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outliers from bright star contaminations or mismatched
detections.

The WISE/NEOWISE diameters, if available, are adopted
for our samples (Grav et al. 2011; Mainzer et al. 2011; Masiero
et al. 2011); otherwise the diameters are calculated as described
below. Since the variation of the phase angles was small for
each small campaign, a fixed G slope of 0.15 in the H–G
system was simply applied to estimate the absolute magnitudes
for our samples (Bowell et al. 1989). Then, the diameter was
estimated (Yoshida & Terai 2017) as

= + - -D m r p Hlog 0.2 log 2 0.5 log 0.2 , 2r ( )

where me is the apparent magnitude of the Sun, r is the
heliocentric distance of Earth in the same unit as D, p is the
geometric albedo, and Hr is the absolute magnitude. In
addition, we adopted me=−27.04 for the r band (Will-
mer 2018)10 and three empirical albedo values, p= 0.20, 0.08,
and 0.04, were assumed for asteroids in the inner
(2.1< a< 2.5 au), mid (2.5< a< 2.8 au), and outer (a> 2.8
au) main belts, respectively (Tedesco et al. 2005).

4. Results and Discussion

From the surveys, 25 objects were found to have rotation
periods of <2 hr with convincing folded lightcurves (see
Figure 1). In order to verify whether any tiny features were not
properly revealed in the second-order Fourier series fitting that
leads us to a measurement of the half or two-thirds actual
rotation period (Harris et al. 2014), a fourth-order Fourier series
fitting was further applied to these 25 objects. We found that
five and seven objects show marginally better fittings in the

third harmonic (i.e., triple-peak folded lightcurve) and the
fourth harmonic (i.e., quadruple-peak folded lightcurve),
respectively, than the previously obtained second harmonic (
i.e., double-peak folded lightcurve). The comparisons between
the folded lightcurves using the second and third harmonics for
the five objects and that using the second and fourth harmonics
for the seven objects are shown in Figure 2, where we see that
the fitting results of the second harmonics and that of the third
or fourth harmonics are very similar and, moreover, much
smaller both than the photometric uncertainty and the
systematic error. This indicates that the slightly better fitting
using the third and fourth harmonics is a result of more free
parameters available in the fourth-order Fourier series fitting.
We believe that the derived rotation periods of <2 hr using the
second-order Fourier series are the actual rotation periods and
these 25 objects are large SFRs. Among these 25 large SFRs,
only (52839) 1998 RZ55 has a reported rotation period in the
lightcurve database (LCDB; Warner et al. 2009), where a very
long period of 49.2 hr is given with a quality code of U= 1 (
i.e., a unreliable measurement waiting for confirmation).11

Considering the lightcurve coverage is much more complete,
the rotation period of 1.3 hr for (52839) 1998 RZ55 obtained
from our survey is a more reliable result.
These 25 large SFRs are all main-belt asteroids (MBAs),

except for the Mars crosser, (440479) 2005 TX6. The diameter
range of these large SFRs is from 0.43 to 7.87 km and their
rotation periods are between 0.48 and 1.95 hr. Among the SFRs
discovered here, six of them have available WISE/NEOWISE
albedos, which shows a wide range (i.e., 0.06–0.49). This
indicates a diverse taxonomy for large SFRs as pointed out by
Chang et al. (2019). The detailed information of the new large

Figure 1. 25 folded lightcurves of the ZTF large SFRs. The designation, derived rotation period, and lightcurve amplitude are indicated on each plot at the upper-left,
upper-right, and lower-right corners. Different colors represent data points obtained from different nights. The gray lines are the fitting results.

10 The ZTF r band is very similar to the SDSS r band. Therefore, the apparent
magnitude of the Sun in the SDSS r band is adopted here.

11 U is the quality code used in the LCDB to describe the reliability of the
rotation period measurement.
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SFRs can be found in Table 2. Figure 3 shows the plot of
diameters versus rotation periods for these 25 large SFRs on
top of the objects of U� 2 obtained from the LCDB. Among
these large SFRs, those with relatively large diameters and
short rotation periods are of particular interest because they
provide critical constraints on the asteroid interior structure.
Assuming rubble-pile structure, a bulk density of
ρ∼ 3–77 g cm−3 is required to withstand their SFRs for these
25 large SFRs.12 Unless these large SFRs are very compact
objects, i.e., comprised mostly of metal or even much denser
materials, a very unlikely scenario indeed, none of them can be
explained by the rubble-pile structure. Figure 4 shows the plot
of the spin rates versus lightcurve amplitudes, where we have
seen that all these large SFRs exceedingly pass the spin-rate
limit of the bulk densities of ρ= 3 g cm−3 and, moreover, the

upper limit of the measured asteroid bulk density of is
3.49± 1.00 g cm−3 for M-type asteroids (DeMeo &
Carry 2013).
Another possibility is that these large SFRs are monolithic

objects, which have much stronger structure strength to resist
rotational disruption. However, given that the average time-
scale of a disruptive impact to crack/destroy MBAs of a similar
size is in the order of 107–108 yr (Bottke et al. 1994; de Elía &
Brunini 2007),13 it is difficult to explain why these large SFRs
had a collision history allowing them to avoid destructive

Figure 2. The comparison between the lightcurves folded to the second and third or fourth harmonic rotation periods. Left panel: the five objects that have slightly
better fittings in the third harmonics than the second harmonics. Right panel: the seven objects that have slightly better fittings in the fourth harmonics than the second
harmonics. The designation is given at the upper-left corner of each plot on the left column of each panel. The rotation periods used in the folded lightcurves are shown
at the upper-right corner of each plot. Different colors represent data points obtained from different nights. The gray lines are the fitting results of the second harmonics
and the pink lines are that of the third or fourth harmonics.

12 The bulk density is estimated using r~ + DP m3.3 1( ) (Harris 1996).

13 A rough estimation of the number of disruptive impacts for a subkilometer/
kilometer-sized MBA can be calculated using

= > +N P N r r riimpacts projectile target projectile
2( ( ) ), where Pi, the intrinsic collision

probability for MBAs, is 2.85 × 10−18 km−2 yr−1, and rprojectile, the size of the
projectile, is 10–20 m (Bottke et al. 1994). The calculation shows that several
destructive collisions could happen to a subkilometer/kilometer-sized MBA
within 107–108 yr.
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impacts and keep intact. Therefore, this is a very unlikely
scenario.

Cohesion, the van der Waals forces generated from regolith,
has been suggested to provide additional strength to reinforce
asteroid interior structure (Holsapple 2007; Sánchez &

Scheeres 2014). To estimate the cohesion required to conserve
these new discovered large SFRs, we adopted the Drucker–
Prager yield criterion and used the calculation from Holsapple
(2007), Rozitis et al. (2014), Polishook et al. (2016), and Chang
et al. (2016). Because not all the spectral types are available for

Table 2
The 25 ZTF SFRs

Designation a e i Albedo Period !m Diameter Hr mr Cohesion Survey
(au) (°) (hr) (mag) (km) (mag) (mag) (Pa)

(11300) 1992 WG2 2.46 0.15 1.1 1.20 0.12 3.7 14.2 ± 0.0 16.88 1650–3840 201910
(31029) 1996 HC16 2.34 0.11 6.1 0.49 1.80 0.19 2.4 15.0 ± 0.0 17.77 270–390 201910
(36596) 2000 QH134 2.26 0.11 3.3 0.06 1.94 0.09 4.3 15.8 ± 0.0 17.71 550–870 201901
(42382) 2183 P-L 2.44 0.19 4.0 1.68 0.49 1.4 16.3 ± 0.1 20.28 150–270 201901
(44145) 1998 HJ101 2.37 0.24 3.2 1.74 0.72 1.7 15.8 ± 0.1 19.83 280–550 201901
(45720) 2000 GZ33 3.10 0.13 9.1 0.08 1.81 0.14 7.9 14.1 ± 0.0 17.67 2850–4030 201910
(52839) 1998 RZ55 2.17 0.09 4.0 0.38 1.30 0.12 3.7 14.0 ± 0.1 16.60 1400–3060 201901
(59075) 1998 VT13 2.20 0.14 4.6 1.32 0.10 1.8 15.7 ± 0.0 18.01 310–680 201901
(68303) 2001 FB97 2.61 0.28 25.8 0.14 1.88 0.20 5.4 14.3 ± 0.1 18.18 1250–1690 201910
(79131) 1990 UN4 2.36 0.29 21.5 0.34 1.92 0.22 2.2 15.2 ± 0.0 16.82 220–300 201910
(80928) 2000 DL75 2.58 0.21 5.2 1.95 0.30 2.2 16.3 ± 0.1 18.53 210–280 201910
(85837) 1998 YM2 2.23 0.08 5.4 1.69 0.10 2.3 15.2 ± 0.0 17.49 280–440 201901
(100489) 1996 VW13 2.35 0.18 1.7 1.95 0.36 1.1 16.9 ± 0.1 19.04 50–70 201901
(120742) 1997 VW1 2.38 0.22 1.7 0.66 0.47 0.8 17.5 ± 0.1 18.93 370–1060 201910
(245392) 2005 GC162 2.65 0.17 2.2 1.94 0.38 2.2 16.3 ± 0.1 19.10 230–320 201910
(267812) 2003 TX19 2.17 0.22 0.3 0.48 0.66 0.6 18.0 ± 0.1 19.28 510–1500 201910
(292169) 2006 SA11 2.60 0.16 9.6 0.88 0.70 2.0 16.5 ± 0.2 19.90 1610–4440 201910
(298340) 2003 GN12 3.12 0.17 6.0 1.72 0.67 3.5 16.0 ± 0.1 19.68 1120–2160 201901
(327715) 2006 SL135 2.39 0.06 6.1 1.13 0.64 0.9 17.2 ± 0.2 20.29 190–490 201901
(351283) 2004 TE 2.40 0.19 3.0 1.93 0.44 0.7 17.8 ± 0.1 19.44 20–30 201910
(376297) 2011 FL131 2.57 0.15 4.2 0.48 0.39 1.3 17.5 ± 0.1 19.99 1690–4900 201901
(440479) 2005 TX6 1.86 0.13 20.1 1.72 0.63 0.6 18.0 ± 0.2 19.85 30–60 201901
2012 QZ50 2.26 0.21 7.4 1.37 0.56 0.7 17.9 ± 0.2 19.84 60–130 201910
2012 TS132 2.28 0.21 2.9 0.64 0.78 0.4 18.8 ± 0.2 20.23 160–460 201910
2015 OQ71 2.37 0.22 0.9 1.43 0.48 0.5 18.4 ± 0.2 20.41 30–70 201910

Note. Columns: designation, semimajor axis (a, au), eccentricity (e), inclination (i, degree), WISE/NEOWISE albedo, derived rotation period (hr), lightcurve
amplitude (mag), estimated diameter (D, km), absolute magnitude in the r band (Hr, mag), mean apparent magnitude in the r band (mag), estimated cohesion (Pa), and
survey. The uncertainty in the derived period is within 0.01 hr.

Figure 3. Rotation period vs. diameter for the ZTF large SFRs (orange dots). The same is shown for previously measured MBAs and near-Earth objects (background
gray dots). The dashed and dotted lines indicate the spin-rate limits of cohesion models (Holsapple 2007) with κ = 2.25 × 107 (i.e., a few hundreds of pascals) and
1.125 × 108 dynes cm−3/2 (i.e., a few thousands of pascals), respectively. Note that previously known MBA rotation periods were obtained from the LCDB.
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these 25 large SFRs, we thus calculated the cohesion level
using a range of bulk density between 1 and 3 g cm−3 (DeMeo
& Carry 2013) instead of assuming a particular value here. The
estimated cohesion level ranges from ∼20 to ∼5000 Pa. For the
modest cohesion, i.e., hundreds of pascals, they are comparable
with that produced by the Moon and Mars regolith, (i.e.,
100–1000 Pa; Mitchell et al. 1974; Sullivan et al. 2011) and
are, however, much higher than the current estimation for
rubble-pile asteroids (Sánchez & Scheeres 2014, i.e., tens of
pascals). For the relatively large cohesion, i.e., thousands of
pascals, it needs to be produced by the regolith composed by
particles in a grain size of∼10−7 m, such as fine clay.
However, it is still unknown whether fine clay is available to
asteroids. Maybe the sample-return missions, e.g., the Haya-
busa2 and the OSIRIS-REx, can help to reveal the answer.

In the past few years, fast rotation has been suggested to be
the cause of surface material escaping or disintegration for
several active asteroids (Jewitt et al. 2013, 2014; Hainaut et al.
2014; Moreno et al. 2014; Drahus et al. 2015; Sheppard &
Trujillo 2015; Chandler et al. 2019; Kleyna et al. 2019; Purdum
et al. 2021). In order to search any brightness enhancement due
to the mass loss from fast rotation of these 25 large SFRs, we
examined their lightcurves. Rather than use the point-source
catalog photometry, which may exclude light from an extended
source (coma or tail), we use 5″ radius aperture photometry
produced with the ZChecker program, which was designed for
studying the lightcurves of cometary objects (Kelley et al.
2019). No photometric outliers were found that suggested the
presence of activity. As an additional check, we also examined
nightly averaged images produced by ZChecker from our high-
cadence survey data, generally 40–50 images per night per
filter, when the target was observed. Again, no evidence for
dust tails or comae were seen at these targets. Despite the null
results, future monitoring of these targets would be useful to
determine the relationship between large SFRs and active
asteroids, if any.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Using the ZTF, two high-cadence surveys were conducted in
2019 January–February and October–November, and 25 large
SFRs were discovered. These large SFRs are all MBAs, except
for one Mars crosser. Their diameters and rotation periods
range from 0.43 to 7.87 km and from 0.48 to 1.95 hr,
respectively. Unless applying unusual high bulk density,
rubble-pile structure is very unlikely to explain these large
SFRs. Cohesion, the van der Waals forces generated from
regolith, has been suggested to provide extra force, in addition
to self-gravity, which allows these large SFRs to survive.
Compared to the current estimated cohesion for rubble-pile
asteroids (Sánchez & Scheeres 2014, i.e., tens of pascals) and
that produced by the Moon and Mars regolith (i.e., 100–1000
Pa; Mitchell et al. 1974; Sullivan et al. 2011), the cohesion to
conserve some of the large SFRs presented here is much higher
(i.e., thousands of pascals). This high-level cohesion can be
produced by regolith of fine grain size, such as clay
(Holsapple 2007) and, however, the availability of this kind
of fine-grain-size regolith for asteroids is still unknown.
Although the possibility of these large SFRs being monolithic
objects cannot be totally ruled out, it is strange how they
manage to dodge from collisions considering the timescale of
disruptive impact is 107–108 yr for MBAs of similar sizes.
Therefore, the existence of large SFRs is still a mystery.
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